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acid is a musical environment with very strong intuitive features,
although not always a painless learning curve. this daw is for

anyone with a basic understanding of music theory and loops, and
has a place on every producers desk. support for mp3 files, loops,

midi files, and other media formats cannot be overlooked. the
creative workflow requires an investment of time and energy to
bring a new project to fruition. the main work in the course of a

project is the creation of loops. this software makes those creations
a simple process. magix's tweaking of the rewired model enables

the user to begin work with different setups - the combinations are
almost endless. the 'metronome' feature is something that i thought
should have been a standard feature. for example, if youre using a
beat maker such as cubasis, just go into the options and use the
built-in metronome or the one within your favorite external mp3
player. aside from this, the rewired model has been updated and

upgraded with many improvements and will enable you to fine-tune
your performance with even more ease. this is the best music

production environment for the beginner. professionals will miss
some of the more sophisticated features that are available in other
daws, but for those who are just starting out, this is the application
of choice. i love how fast it is, and the simple way it is to manage

settings and files. a set of loops is really all i needed, and i have the
kind of music making skills that has been me able to use them in
any music environment i have tried. i expected to have to spend
some time on the settings to learn how to use the software, and i

found this to be the case. but if you have a little bit of training, you
will be fine. its an easy daw to work with, and while some of the

sound may not be your cup of tea, the user interface will be.
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magix has now
addressedthe

original osx version
of acid pro, adding a

64-bit windows
version along with

some other
improvements and

fixes. its a significant
update and i was

surprised to see this
addition. as usual,

though, there arent
any extra extras for
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this package; acid
pro 8 isnt a point
upgrade over acid

pro 7. i didnt
experience any
incompatibility

issues, though i did
have an error when i

installed the 8
package on osx - no
problem fixing that,
but i did find some
minor bugs while i

was testing the new
software. i couldnt

figure out how to add
a category for
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editing settings. for
instance, under

windows, i
couldrightclick and

drag it there.
however, under osx,
you had to click and
drag it directly onto
its icon. this left me
confused and in the
wrong place. ill note,

however, that this
issue is only with

acids initial install,
and i didnt have it

happen again
throughout my
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testing. ill also add
that only a small

fraction of the email i
got went into this
review. hopefully,
these minor issues
will be fixed in a

future update. most
of the audio features

of acid pro 7 and
acid pro 8 are free to
everyone, although
some features, like

the automation stuff,
require a pro version

of acid. i used the
free version of acid
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pro 8 and was really
surprised by how
well it ran on the

systems i had
available. a common

complaint about
unixbased versions
of windows software

is their sluggish
performance, but

acid has some of the
slickest performance
ive ever seen in any

program. i had
multiple composition

instances running
simultaneously, and
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still had enough
system resources for

them to deal with
without any
problems.
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